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Edwin J. Van Kley translation of Gottfried's work, was sufficiently similar in organization and content to enable him to use Gottfried's plates.10
Perhaps the most serious challenge to the traditional scheme of world history and the factor most instrumental in changing that scheme was the "discovery" of ancient Chinese history. The first bits of information about ancient Chinese history were included in sixteenth-and early seventeenth-century descriptions of China, but they caused little alarm in Europe. Already in 1584 the Spanish Augustinian Juan Gonzales de Mendoza had included in his history a "Genealogy of the Kings of China," which dated the first monarch at 2550 or 2600 B.c.-long before the universal flood." But Mendoza presented only a list of obscurely romanized names with no convincing detail to support them. Subsequent writers described events such as the building of the Great Wall and the thirteenth-century Mongol conquest, but they said virtually nothing about ancient Chinese history.12 Alvaro Semmedo, for example, observed that Chinese historians claimed a very high antiquity for their empire, but he distrusted the accuracy of the early Chinese records.'3 The Jesuit missionaries in China, however, soon learned about ancient China and realized that if the Chinese histories were accurate they posed serious problems for Western scholars. Apparently as early as 1637, after much discussion and negotiation, the missionaries received permission to use a Septuagint-based chronology for their work in China in order to accommodate the generally accepted dates for China's first emperors.14 The information available to European readers before 1658, however, was much too vague to create problems. They only knew that China was very old, a rather unimpressive bit of information compared with the many other wonderful things being written about the Middle Kingdom. But the publication of Father Martini's Sinicae historiae in 1658 dispelled the earlier obscurity and clearly placed the challenge of ancient Chinese history before European readers. with Fu Hsi, the first legendary sage emperor, whose reign, Martini calculated, began in 2952 B.C. Martini dismissed the long dynasties that were supposed to have reigned before Fu Hsi as myth, observing that most Chinese scholars did the same, but he did not question the authenticity of Fu Hsi and his successors. After describing Fu Hsi, Martini traced the traditional succession of sage ernperors and ancient dynasties, devoting to each emperor a brief chapter in which he chronicled the emperor's outstanding achievements and the major events of his reign. Much of the Sinicae historiae makes dull reading, although the controversies it provoked among European scholars were anything but dull. Martini's history included seven Chinese emperors who apparently reigned before the generally accepted date for the Biblical deluge (2349 B.C.), in which all the people on earth except Noah and his family were supposed to have drowned. Martini, of course, was aware of the problem this created. He reported that the Chinese annals on which he had based his work described a great flood that occurred about 3000 B.C. in such a way that one could interpret it as the Genesis flood. But even if the Chinese annals and Genesis were describing the same flood and the two chronologies could be reconciled, there remained additional problems. According to Chinese tradition, Fu Hsi was merely the first emperor; the land had been inhabited for a very long time before his reign. Fu Hsi was supposed to have been expert in astronomy, a science whose development, Martini reasoned, required long stretches of time. "I am certain," he wrote, "that outermost Asia was inhabited before the deluge."'5 He made no attempt to explain how the Chinese had preserved records of their antediluvian history, nor did he try to reconcile the ancient Chinese chronology with that based on the Hebrew Old Testament. These, he declared, were not his concerns.
Many European scholars, however, quickly made it their concern to reconcile ancient Chinese chronology with that based on the Old Testament. One of the first to deal with the problem was Isaac Vossius, an expatriate Dutch scholar with an almost limitless admiration for things Chinese. The ink of the Sinicae historiae had scarcely dried before Vossius came out with a book contending that, on the basis of the Chinese chronology, the traditional Biblical chronology derived from Hebrew texts was inaccurate and that a chronology based on the Septuagint version of the Old Testament should be accepted in its place. The Septuagint-derived chronologies placed the Genesis flood back in the fourth millennium B.C., making it relatively easy to accept Martini's ancient Chinese dates. But Vossius went further still. Even with the additional centuries provided by a Septuagint chronology, he had difficulty accommodating ancient Chinese history to the notion of a universal flood. Finding no compelling reasons why the flood should have been universal, he concluded that the deluge described in Genesis had been a local phenomenon. Scholars had argued before in favor of the Septuagint and against the universality of the flood, and most of Vossius' arguments were not novel. His insistence that the Chinese historical annals disproved the traditional picture of ancient history and chronology, however, was new."' In sum, Vossius, like Martini, was so impressed by the accuracy of the ancient Chinese annals that he preferred them in case of conflict and questioned instead the traditional Biblical chronology and the universality of the Genesis story.
Vossius' ideas naturally met considerable opposition. Many scholars were horrified by his cavalier treatment of Old Testament history. But those who clung to the traditional Hebrew-text chronology were left only two alternatives: they could reject the Chinese annals as myth, or they could attempt to correlate them in some fashion with the traditional chronology. To be sure, some scholars adamantly refused to accept the Chinese annals, but many were anxious to find some way of reconciling the two ancient chronologies. The Chinese record as described by Martini was not easily disregarded; it looked exceedingly impressive to seventeenth-century Europeans. Compared with the ancient literature of Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece, and Rome, it seemed remarkably free of miraculous or fantastic tales. Furthermore the impressive-indeed, almost unbroken-continuity of the Chinese record lent an aura of authenticity to the story it told. And when Martini related how Chinese historians often marked important events by observing the positions of stars and planets, who in Isaac Newton's century would not be impressed?
Georg Horn, a Leiden theologian and historian who published a refutation of Vossius' book soon after it appeared, provides an intriguing example of the tension generated by the appearance of the Chinese annals.17 Throughout the rather vigorous polemic between Vossius and himself, Horn appeared to have been unmoved by the evidence of the Chinese annals.18 Almost seven years later, however, he published the Arca Noae, in which he attempted to reconcile ancient Chinese history with ancient Biblical history. He still accepted Archbishop Ussher's Hebrew-text chronology, even to the point of asserting that "the earth was created on October 23, 4004 B.C." By accepting the traditional date for the flood as well, he was compelled to identify it with the reign of Yao, the seventh sage emperor. There seems to have been no limit to the variety of these correlations and identifications. Writers who knew little or no Chinese-and often no Hebrew-could always see the sage emperors' names as corruptions of the original Hebrew. Besides, the deeds of the Chinese culture heroes-the discovery of fire, the invention of letters, the institution of marriage, or the invention of agriculture-were described vaguely enough in the Chinese annals to be reminiscent of the accomplishments of the Mosaic patriarchs. We may be tempted to smile a bit at the somewhat curious efforts of these seventeenthand eighteenth-century scholars, especially when we realize that they were trying to correlate the Biblical and classical tradition with Chinese legend rather than with history. Still, attempts to identify Chinese culture heroes with Hebrew patriarchs were part of a serious and significant endeavorEurope's first attempt to bring China into world history.37 On the other hand, Lambert, writing specifically against Renaudot, contended that Chinese astronomers clearly accomplished the practical tasks they had set out to perform-the regulation of the calendar for agricultural purposes, for example. They really had no interest in Jupiter's satellites or Saturn's rings, and they had no telescopes. Lambert explained the failure of the Chinese to develop a sophisticated mathematics or astronomy by observing that such studies were simply not the way to wealtlh and prominence in China. The best minds studied history, literature, and moral philosophy in order to pass the government-sponsored examinations. But Lambert considered the astronomical observations found in the Chinese annals to be of incontestable antiquity, despite occasional inaccuracies in recording.75 The English theologian John Jackson admitted that many of the astronomical observations were seriously inaccurate, but contended that the authenticity of the ancient annals in no way depended on the accuracy of the observa- , 1718) . See especially the long appendix: "Eclaircissements touchant le pr6diction de la religion chr6tienne is la Chine; touchant l'entree des moharntans dans la Chine (qu'il place ,I l'an 780); touchant les Jtuifs qui ont ete trotiv6s t la Chine; sur les sciences des Chinois. ties involved in obtaining reliable information about anything preceding the Ch'in dynasty.78 Lambert, like other enthusiasts for Chinese antiquities, discounted the seriousness of the book burning, asserting that Chinese zeal for scholarship and reverence for history resulted in the preservation of most of the proscribed literature.79 Goguet, however, observed that the old historical and philosophical texts were not recovered until 150 years after Ch'in Shih Huang-ti's purge. How, he asked, could the restored texts be free from lacunae, garbled passages, interpolations, or outright forgeries?80
By the mid-eighteenth century Europeans had ample evidence for Goguet's suspicions. It was known by then that Chinese historians disagreed with each other as to who was the first Chinese emperor. Fu Hsi, H-uang-ti, and Yao each had his partisans, while some writers described dynasties of emperors reigning thousands of years before Fu Hsi. In addition to some obviously mythological passages, the ancient histories contained many internal contradictions. Important inventions or cultural innovations were sometimes attributed to two or more ancient emperors who lived centuries apart. In an appendix to Goguet's book, Michele le Roux Deshauterayes, an orientalist and professor at the College de France, emphasized these contradictions. He also correctly suspected that many of the sage emperors were later Taoist creations.81
Those eighteenth-century scholars who were linguistically best qualified to criticize the Chinese annals generally remained impressed by their accuracy and authenticity. Fourmant, for example, admitted that large parts of China's early history-perhaps everything before Yao-should, like the ancient Greek epics and fables, be taken to contain a substratum of truth embellished by myth. On the other hand, he pointed out that China's ancient history had not been gleaned from a few scattered texts but was part of a continuous, uninterrupted corpus of historical works spanning twenty-two dynasties in 150 volumes. Furthermore, these dynastic histories were so detailed that the text often read more like a journal than a history, and Chinese historians were always careful to keep the narrative of events separate from their commentary on the events. Fourmant also described the elaborate process still followed in Peking for recording the actions of the emperor and other court affairs.82
Perhaps the most thorough and sophisticated criticism of the sources for ancient Chinese history produced during the eighteenth century was Gaubil's. He recognized the problems attending the recovery of the ancient texts but also observed that Shih Huang-ti had not destroyed all historical docu-
